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The video game market continues to increase, reaching
millions of users on a variety of platforms and revealing
how engaging and pervasive gaming can be. Games create
engagement and offer both entertainment and a powerful way
to understand and interact with the world. It is natural
that educators see the potential of games as a learning
tool that can support students who have difficulties
learning and also reinvent it. Practical Perspectives on
Educational Theory and Game Development is a critical
scholarly resource that combines educational scenarios and
game fundamentals in order to improve the way people learn
and evolve. The book supports professionals with the
creation of strategies for using gamification and gamebased learning theory with effectiveness and measured
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results. Featuring a wide range of topics such as
entrepreneurship, gamification, and traditional learning,
this book is ideal for academicians, education
professionals, curriculum designers, educational game
developers, researchers, and students.
The book provides a systemic view of the state-of-the- art
of Digital Game Based Learning (DGBL) across the lifespan,
from age-specific game design requirements to technological
devices that could overcome child and older adult
difficulties in the use of DGBL technologies. Other topics
include cross-generational digital game-based learning,
workplace gaming, exergaming, serious games to tackle
societal challenges,and implications of DGBL across the
lifespan for game designers. In addition to the state-ofthe-art methodologies provided for age-specific gamedesign,
development, implementation and assessment, a significant
portion of the book focuses on case studies where DGBL have
been designed and implemented in every age groups and in
cross-generational situations.
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This book introduces readers to some of the most
significant advances in core computer science-based
technologies. At the dawn of the 4th Industrial Revolution,
the field of computer science-based technologies is growing
continuously and rapidly, and is developing both in itself
and in terms of its applications in many other disciplines.
Written by leading experts and consisting of 18 chapters,
the book is divided into seven parts: (1) Computer Sciencebased Technologies in Education, (2) Computer Science-based
Technologies in Risk Assessment and Readiness, (3) Computer
Science-based Technologies in IoT, Blockchains and
Electronic Money, (4) Computer Science-based Technologies
in Mobile Computing, (5) Computer Science-based
Technologies in Scheduling and Transportation, (6) Computer
Science-based Technologies in Medicine and Biology, and (7)
Theoretical Advances in Computer Science with Significant
Potential Applications in Technology. Featuring an
extensive list of bibliographic references at the end of
each chapter to help readers probe further into the
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application areas of interest to them, this book is
intended for professors, researchers, scientists, engineers
and students in computer science-related disciplines. It is
also useful for those from other disciplines wanting to
become well versed in some of the latest computer sciencebased technologies.
The book addresses the main issues concerned with the new
development of learning processes, innovative pedagogical
changes, the effects of new technologies on education,
future learning content, which aims to gather the newest
concepts, research and best practices on the frontiers of
technology enhanced learning from the aspects of learning,
pedagogies and technologies in learning in order to draw a
picture of technology enhanced learning in the near future.
Some issues like “e-learning ... m-learning ... u-learning
– innovative approaches,” “the Framework and Method for
Understanding the New Generation Students,” “Context-aware
Mobile Role Playing Game for Learning,” “ Pedagogical
issues in content creation and use: IT literacy through
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Spoken Tutorials,” “Supporting collaborative knowledge
construction and discourse in the classroom,” “Digital
Systems for Hierarchical Open Access to Education,” “ Using
Annotated Patient Records to Teach Clinical Reasoning to
Undergraduate Students of Medicine,” “ Utilizing Cognitive
Skills Ontology for Designing Personalized Learning
Environments” and “Using Interactive Mobile Technologies to
Develop Operating Room Technologies Competency” are
discussed in separate chapters.
Methodologies and Intelligent Systems for Technology
Enhanced Learning, 11th International Conference
Games and Learning Alliance
5th International Conference, GALA 2016, Utrecht, The
Netherlands, December 5–7, 2016, Proceedings
Teaching and Digital Technologies
Using Games to Enhance Learning and Teaching
ECGBL 2016
10th European Conference on Games Based Learning
Teaching and Digital Technologies: Big Issues and Critical Questions
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helps both pre-service and in-service teachers to critically question
and evaluate the reasons for using digital technology in the
classroom. Unlike other resources that show how to use specific
technologies – and quickly become outdated, this text empowers the
reader to understand why they should (or should not) use digital
technologies, when it is appropriate (or not), and the implications
arising from these decisions. The text directly engages with policy,
the Australian Curriculum, pedagogy, learning and wider issues of
equity, access, generational stereotypes and professional learning.
The contributors to the book are notable figures from across a broad
range of Australian universities, giving the text a unique relevance
to Australian education while retaining its universal appeal. Teaching
and Digital Technologies is an essential contemporary resource for
early childhood, primary and secondary pre-service and in-service
teachers in both local and international education environments.
Explore reinforcement learning (RL) techniques to build cutting-edge
games using Python libraries such as PyTorch, OpenAI Gym, and
TensorFlow Key FeaturesGet to grips with the different reinforcement
and DRL algorithms for game developmentLearn how to implement
components such as artificial agents, map and level generation, and
audio generationGain insights into cutting-edge RL research and
understand how it is similar to artificial general researchBook
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Description With the increased presence of AI in the gaming industry,
developers are challenged to create highly responsive and adaptive
games by integrating artificial intelligence into their projects. This
book is your guide to learning how various reinforcement learning
techniques and algorithms play an important role in game development
with Python. Starting with the basics, this book will help you build a
strong foundation in reinforcement learning for game development. Each
chapter will assist you in implementing different reinforcement
learning techniques, such as Markov decision processes (MDPs), Qlearning, actor-critic methods, SARSA, and deterministic policy
gradient algorithms, to build logical self-learning agents. Learning
these techniques will enhance your game development skills and add a
variety of features to improve your game agent’s productivity. As you
advance, you’ll understand how deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
techniques can be used to devise strategies to help agents learn from
their actions and build engaging games. By the end of this book,
you’ll be ready to apply reinforcement learning techniques to build a
variety of projects and contribute to open source applications. What
you will learnUnderstand how deep learning can be integrated into an
RL agentExplore basic to advanced algorithms commonly used in game
developmentBuild agents that can learn and solve problems in all types
of environmentsTrain a Deep Q-Network (DQN) agent to solve the
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CartPole balancing problemDevelop game AI agents by understanding the
mechanism behind complex AIIntegrate all the concepts learned into new
projects or gaming agentsWho this book is for If you’re a game
developer looking to implement AI techniques to build next-generation
games from scratch, this book is for you. Machine learning and deep
learning practitioners, and RL researchers who want to understand how
to use self-learning agents in the game domain will also find this
book useful. Knowledge of game development and Python programming
experience are required.
"With an increasing use of vido games in various disciplines within
the scientific community, this book seeks to understand the nature of
effective games and to provide guidance for how best to harness the
power of gaming technology to successfully accomplish a more serious
goal"--Provided by publisher.
State-of-the-art and novel methodologies and technologies allow
researchers, designers, and domain experts to pursue technologyenhanced learning (TEL) solutions targeting not only cognitive
processes but also motivational, personality, or emotional factors.
The International Conference in Methodologies and Intelligent Systems
for Technology-Enhanced Learning (MIS4TEL'21) is hosted by the
University of Salamanca and was held in Salamanca (Spain) from October
6-8, 2021. The annual appointment of MIS4TEL established itself as a
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consolidated fertile forum where scholars and professionals from the
international community, with a broad range of expertise in the TEL
field, share results and compare experiences. The calls for papers of
the 11th edition of the conference welcomed novel research in TEL and
expands on the topics of the previous editions: It solicited work from
new research fields (ranging from artificial intelligence and agentbased systems to robotics, virtual reality, Internet of things and
wearable solutions, among others) concerning methods and technological
opportunities, and how they serve to create novel approaches to TEL,
innovative TEL solutions, and valuable TEL experiences.
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Progressive
Education, ICOPE 2020, 16-17 October 2020, Universitas Lampung, Bandar
Lampung, Indonesia
Papers in Honor of Professor Nikolaos Alexandris
A Beginner's Guide
ICEL2104-Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on e-Learning
20th International Conference on Intelligent Systems Design and
Applications (ISDA 2020) held December 12-15, 2020
Educational Technology Use and Design for Improved Learning
Opportunities
Concept, Research and Best Practices

Previously, key levers of higher education have seemed to
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be the learning organization, work-integrated learning for
life-long learning, and learner-centered pedagogy. However,
funding evolution and the integration of digital tools are
changing professional styles and learning behaviors.
Nonetheless, the sustainability of higher education
requires quality agreement based on ethical, robust, and
replicable pedagogical approaches. The Handbook of Research
on Operational Quality Assurance in Higher Education for
Life-Long Learning is a comprehensive scholarly book that
focuses on the evolution of the education framework and job
market as well as necessary changes needed in organizations
to reply to life-long learning and competency-based
training initiatives. Highlighting topics such as digital
environment, e-learning, and learning analytics, this book
is essential for higher education faculty, managers, deans,
professionals, administrators, educators, academicians,
researchers, and policymakers.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 3rd
International Conference on Serious Games Development and
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Applications, SGDA 2012, held in Bremen, Germany in
September 2012. The 22 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions.
The papers cover various topics on serious games including
engineering, education, health care, military applications,
game design, game study, game theories, virtual reality, 3D
visualisation and medical applications of games technology.
The outbreak of the pandemic around the world came with
national measures to deal with the health emergency that
caused and will continue to cause important disruption in
education for students, teachers, and policymakers. Digital
technologies can provide innovative solutions that can
prevent the negative effects of lockdowns of countries and
regions on education. It is important to analyze digital
solutions and experiences for distance learning and to
better understand the available resources and best
practices to deal effectively with the challenges of
digital learning for both learners and academic staff. It
is important that countries promote digital excellence and
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explore the opportunities that information technologies can
provide to education institutions, especially in the postpandemic scenario, and the major transformations it will
bring to citizens, societies, and economies. The Handbook
of Research on Analyzing IT Opportunities for Inclusive
Digital Learning explores the new demands of labor markets
in the digital economy, how educational institutions can
respond to these new opportunities and threats, the
development of new teaching and learning methods, and
finally, the development of digital skills and competences.
It also discusses the challenges and opportunities caused
by the pandemic in the area of education and how
information technologies can transform education and
develop a new workforce with the required digital skills
and competences and knowledge to fit the post-pandemic
labor market. This book highlights topics including
knowledge management systems, learning technologies,
personalized learning, and more within the context of
diverse student populations. It is a valuable reference
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tool for academics, researchers, lecturers, decision
makers, policymakers, and practitioners interested in new
theories, research findings, and case studies for
understanding inclusive digital learning and the
opportunities for digital technologies in education.
Make-believe plays a far stronger role in both the design
and use of interfaces, games and services than we have come
to believe. This edited volume illustrates ways for
grasping and utilising that connection to improve
interaction, user experiences, and customer value. Useful
for designers, undergraduates and researchers alike, this
new research provide tools for understanding and applying
make-believe in various contexts, ranging from digital
tools to physical services. It takes the reader through a
world of imagination and intuition applied into efficient
practice, with topics including the connection of humancomputer interaction (HCI) to make-believe and backstories,
the presence of imagination in gamification, gameworlds,
virtual worlds and service design, and the believability of
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make-believe based designs in various contexts.
Furthermore, it discusses the challenges inherent in
applying make-believe as a basis for interaction design, as
well as the enactive mechanism behind it. Whether used as a
university textbook or simply used for design inspiration,
Digital Make-Believe provides new and efficient insight
into approaching interaction in the way in which actual
users of devices, software and services can innately
utilise it.
From UXD to LivXD
Handbook of Research on Operational Quality Assurance in
Higher Education for Life-Long Learning
Hands-On Reinforcement Learning for Games
ECGBL
9th International Conference, GALA 2020, Laval, France,
December 9–10, 2020, Proceedings
Big Issues and Critical Questions
The New Development of Technology Enhanced Learning
Computer technologies are forever evolving and it is vital that computer science
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educators find new methods of teaching programming in order to maintain the rapid
changes occurring in the field. One of the ways to increase student engagement and
retention is by integrating games into the curriculum. Gamification-Based E-Learning
Strategies for Computer Programming Education evaluates the different approaches
and issues faced in integrating games into computer education settings. Featuring
emergent trends on the application of gaming to pedagogical strategies and
technological tactics, as well as new methodologies and approaches being utilized in
computer programming courses, this book is an essential reference source for
practitioners, researchers, computer science teachers, and students pursuing
computer science.
This book contains a selection of articles from The Europe, Middle East and North
Africa Conference on Technology and Security to Support Learning 2016 (EMENATSSL'16), held between the 3th and 5th of October at Saidia, Oujda, Morocco. EMENATSSL'16 is a global forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss
recent results and innovations, current trends, professional experiences and
challenges in Information & Communication Technologies, and Security to support
Learning. The main topics covered are: A) Online Education; B) Emerging
Technologies in Education; C) Artificial Intelligence in Education; D) Gamification and
Serious games; E) Network & Web Technologies Applications; F) Online
experimentation and Virtual Laboratories; G) Multimedia Systems and Applications;
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H) Security and Privacy; I) Multimedia, Computer Vision and Image Processing; J)
Cloud, Big Data Analytics and Applications; K) Human-Computer Interaction; L)
Software Systems, Architectures, Applications and Tools; M) Online Languages and
Natural Language Processing N) E-content Development, Assessment and Plagiarism;
O) Secure E-Learning Development and Auditing; P) Internet of Things and Wireless
Sensor Networks.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Games and Learning Alliance, GALA 2013, held in Paris, France, in
October 2013. The 25 revised papers presented together with 9 poster papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers advance the
state of the art in the technologies and knowledge available to support development
and deployment of serious games. They are organized in 3 research tracks on design,
technology and application. Also included is the outcome of a GALA workshop on a
widely applied instructional design model: 4C-ID.
We are delighted to introduce the Proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Progressive Education (ICOPE) 2020 hosted by the Faculty of Teacher
Training and Education, Universitas Lampung, Indonesia, in the heart of the city
Bandar Lampung on 16 and 17 October 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
took a model of an online organised event via Zoom. The theme of the 2nd ICOPE
2020 was Exploring the New Era of Education , with various related topics
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including Science Education, Technology and Learning Innovation, Social and
Humanities Education, Education Management, Early Childhood Education, Primary
Education, Teacher Professional Development, Curriculum and Instructions,
Assessment and Evaluation, and Environmental Education. This conference has
invited academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students worldwide to
participate and exchange ideas, experiences, and research findings in the field of
education to make a better, more efficient, and impactful teaching and learning. This
conference was attended by 190 participants and 160 presenters. Four keynote
papers were delivered at the conference; the first two papers were delivered by Prof
Emeritus Stephen D. Krashen from the University of Southern California, the USA and
Prof Dr Bujang Rahman, M.Si. from Universitas Lampung, Indonesia. The second two
papers were presented by Prof Dr Habil Andrea Bencsik from the University of
Pannonia, Hungary and Dr Hisham bin Dzakiria from Universiti Utara Malaysia,
Malaysia. In addition, a total of 160 papers were also presented by registered
presenters in the parallel sessions of the conference. The conference represents the
efforts of many individuals. Coordination with the steering chairs was essential for
the success of the conference. We sincerely appreciate their constant support and
guidance. We would also like to express our gratitude to the organising committee
members for putting much effort into ensuring the success of the day-to-day
operation of the conference and the reviewers for their hard work in reviewing
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submissions. We also thank the four invited keynote speakers for sharing their
insights. Finally, the conference would not be possible without the excellent papers
contributed by authors. We thank all authors for their contributions and participation
in the 2nd ICOPE 2020. We strongly believe that the 2nd ICOPE 2020 has provided a
good forum for academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students to
address all aspects of education-related issues in the current educational situation.
We feel honoured to serve the best recent scientific knowledge and development in
education and hope that these proceedings will furnish scholars from all over the
world with an excellent reference book. We also expect that the future ICOPE
conference will be more successful and stimulating. Finally, it was with great pleasure
that we had the opportunity to host such a conference.
Europe and MENA Cooperation Advances in Information and Communication
Technologies
Living eXperience Design
Technologies for Training and Learning
Advances in Web-Based Learning ‒ ICWL 2017
Educational Gameplay and Simulation Environments: Case Studies and Lessons
Learned
Serious Games Development and Applications
16th International Conference, Cape Town, South Africa, September 20-22, 2017,
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Proceedings
Recently, technology and aging have been key research areas in human cognition. The
Research Topic “Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of
Enhanced Learning by the Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition”
investigated technology's impact on cognitive and intellective processes, highlighting how
intensively technology can change and/or enhance the cognitive functioning throughout
one’s lifespan. The aim of this Research Topic was to provide an outlook through
multidisciplinary research and development while addressing the dynamic intersection of
cognition, mind, and technology. Our scope was 1) to favor the cognitive technology debate,
2) to overcome the dichotomies of technology and psychology, 3) to emphasize the
advances in knowledge and well-being. This Research Topic comprises review studies and
original articles, focused on digital skills that enhance human potential. Transversal
approaches and cross-sectorial analysis were encouraged, leading to investigation areas
related to cognitive and mental processing—in educational, rehabilitation, clinical
settings—across aging. Articles of high relevance to the Research Topic were submitted on
the subjects of a) research in human performance and human factors, b) new research and
technologies addressing the needs of a growing populace, and c) cognitive aging and
cognitive rehabilitation research.
Aesthetics and Design for Game-based Learning provides learning designers with insight
into how the different elements that comprise game aesthetics can inform the design of
game-based learning. Regardless of the cognitive complexities involved, games are
essentially entertainment media, and aesthetics play a large role in how they are
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experienced. Yet too often the role of aesthetics in the research about game-based learning
has been relegated to a surface discussion of graphics or neglected altogether. Aesthetics
and Design for Game-based Learning begins by addressing the broad context of game
aesthetics, then addresses specific elements with chapters focusing on: player positioning
game mechanics narrative design environment design character design. Each chapter
includes research and guidelines for design, and a conclusion addresses aesthetics in the
research of game-based learning.
Games software has its roots in a "cottage" industry, ignoring formal methodologies, instead
leaving the programmers to find homespun solutions to the technical problems faced. The
picture has now changed: the scale of the problems faced by programmers means that
more methodical techniques must be applied to game development to prevent projects
spiralling out of control, both in terms of technical complexity and cost. The book addresses
how program teams can develop ever more complex entertainment software within the
constraints of deadlines, budgets and changing technologies. It establishes a set of best
practices tempered with real-world pragmatism, understanding that there is no "one size fits
all" solution. No member of the game development team should be working in isolation and
the book will be useful to producers, designers and artists as well as the programmers
themselves. In addition, the book addresses the needs of the growing number of Game
Development courses offered in academia, giving students a much-needed insight into the
real world of object-oriented game design.
This book highlights recent research on intelligent systems and nature-inspired computing.
It presents 130 selected papers from the 19th International Conference on Intelligent
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Systems Design and Applications (ISDA 2020), which was held online. The ISDA is a premier
conference in the field of computational intelligence, and the latest installment brought
together researchers, engineers and practitioners whose work involves intelligent systems
and their applications in industry. Including contributions by authors from 40 countries, the
book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers, students and practitioners in the
fields of Computer Science and Engineering.
ECGBL 2018 12th European Conference on Game-Based Learning
Cross-Generational and Age-Oriented Topics
ECGBL2011
Serious Game Design and Development: Technologies for Training and Learning
Intelligent Systems Design and Applications
ICEL 2014
The Proceedings of NICE2020 International Conference

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Games and Learning Alliance, GALA 2016, held in Utrecht, The Netherlands, in
December 2016. The 27 revised regular papers presented together with 14 poster
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions. The papers cover
topics such as games and sustainability; games for math and programming; games and
health; games and soft skills; games and management; games and learning; game
development and assessment; and mobile games.
Play is an interactive and fun learning activity. Thanks to digitization, there is an upswing
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in the game-based learning sector which opens up opportunities for all-age audience to
use Digital Games for Learning (DGL): from kids to elders. This book emphasizes the
potential of digital games for lifelong learning and deals with the different aspects one
should take into consideration to create and to implement digital games for learning.
Whether you’re a parent, a teacher, an ICT developer or you’re just curious about the
pedagogical uses of digital games, this book was made for you.
The rise of technology within educational settings has allowed for a substantial shift in
the way in which educators teach learners of all ages. In order to implement these new
learning tools, school administrators and teachers alike must seek new research
outlining the latest innovations in the field. Educational Technology Use and Design for
Improved Learning Opportunities presents broad coverage of topics pertaining to the
development and use of technology both in and out of the classroom. Including research
on technology integration in K-12, higher education, and adult learning, this publication
is ideal for use by school administrators, academicians, and upper-level students
seeking the most up-to-date tools and methodologies surrounding educational
technology.
"This book presents research on the most recent technological developments in all fields
of knowledge or disciplines of computer games development, including planning, design,
development, marketing, business management, users and behavior"--Provided by
publisher.
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Second International Conference, GALA 2013, Paris, France, October 23-25, 2013,
Revised Selected Papers
Aesthetics and Design for Game-based Learning
Gamification-Based E-Learning Strategies for Computer Programming Education
Handbook of Research on Analyzing IT Opportunities for Inclusive Digital Learning
Game-Based Learning Across the Lifespan
Practical Perspectives on Educational Theory and Game Development
Case Studies and Lessons Learned
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference
on Games and Learning Alliance, GALA 2020, held in Laval, France, in December
2020. The 35 full papers and 10 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from 77 submissions. The papers cover a broad spectrum of topics: Serious Game
Design; Serious Game Analytics; Virtual and Mixed Reality Applications;
Gamification Theory; Gamification Applications; Serious Games for Instruction; and
Serious Game Applications and Studies.
This book presents the outcomes of the 8th International Conference in
Methodologies and Intelligent Systems for Technology Enhanced Learning held in
Toledo (Spain) hosted by the University of Castilla-La Mancha from 20 th to 22nd
June 2018. Further expanding the topics of the previous editions, the conference
provided an open forum for discussing intelligent systems for technology enhanced
learning (TEL) and their roots in novel learning theories, empirical methodologies
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for their design or evaluation, stand-alone and web-based solutions and maker
spaces, and also fostering entrepreneurship and increasing business startup ideas.
It brought together researchers and developers from industry, the education field
and the academic world to report on the latest scientific research, technical
advances and methodologies.
Explores the theory and practice of games-based learning, promoting the
development and adoption of best practices. Provides a combination of theoretical
chapters as well as practical case studies.
Living eXperience Design – the design of life experiences – is an extension of user
experience design (UXD). The context comprises usage and practice in real
contexts in which spatial, urban, social, temporal, historical and legal dimensions
are considered. Reflecting upon LivXD is to examine the whole experience of a
target audience in a variety of situations – and not only in those involving digital
technology. This book begins with the definition of LivXD and its associated
epistemology, and proceeds to detail field experiments in certain privileged areas:
the relation to creation and works, mediation and adult education.
Interactivity, Game Creation, Design, Learning, and Innovation
Techniques and Effective Practices
8th EAI International Conference, ArtsIT 2019, and 4th EAI International
Conference, DLI 2019, Aalborg, Denmark, November 6–8, 2019, Proceedings
Object-oriented Game Development
ECGBL2011-Proceedings of the 5th European Conference on Games Based
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Learning
Implementing self-learning agents in games using artificial intelligence techniques
Methodologies and Intelligent Systems for Technology Enhanced Learning, 8th
International Conference

"This book covers theoretical, social, and practical issues related to educational
games and simulations, contributing to a more effective design and implementation
of these activities in learning environments"--Provided by publisher.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on WebBased Learning, ICWL 2017, held in Cape Town, South Africa, in September 2017.
The 13 revised full papers presented together with 9 short papers and 3 poster
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 56 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on Inquiry-Based Learning and Gamification; Learning
Analytics; Social Media and Web 2.0-based Learning Environments; Assessment and
Accessibility in Higher Education; Open Educational Resources and Recommender
Systems; and Practice and Experience Sharing.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of two conferences:
The 7th EAI International Conference on ArtsIT, Interactivity and Game Creation
(ArtsIT 2018), and the 3rd EAI International Conference on Design, Learning, and
Innovation (DLI 2018). Both conferences were hosed in Braga, Portugal, and took
place October 24-26, 2018. The 51 revised full papers presented were carefully
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selected from 106 submissions. ArtsIT , Interactivity and Game Creation is meant to
be a place where people in arts, with a keen interest in modern IT technologies,
meet with people in IT, having strong ties to art in their works. The event also
reflects the advances seen in the open related topics Interactivity (Interaction
Design, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Robotics) and Game Creation
(Gamification, Leisure Gaming, GamePlay). ArtsIT has been successfully co-located
with DLI as the design, learning and innovation frame the world of IT, opening
doors into an increasingly playful worlds. So the DLI conference is driven by the
belief that tools, techniques and environments can spark and nature a passion for
learning, transformation domains such as education, rehabilitation/therapy, work
places and cultural institutions.
This book features original research and recent advances in ICT fields related to
sustainable development. Based the International Conference on Networks,
Intelligent systems, Computing & Environmental Informatics for Sustainable
Development, held in Marrakech in April 2020, it features peer-reviewed chapters
authored by prominent researchers from around the globe. As such it is an
invaluable resource for courses in computer science, electrical engineering and
urban sciences for sustainable development. This book covered topics including •
Green Networks • Artificial Intelligence for Sustainability• Environment
Informatics• Computing Technologies
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Digital Make-Believe
ECGBL 2020 14th European Conference on Game-Based Learning
7th EAI International Conference, ArtsIT 2018, and 3rd EAI International
Conference, DLI 2018, ICTCC 2018, Braga, Portugal, October 24–26, 2018,
Proceedings
Advances in Core Computer Science-Based Technologies
Emerging Trends in ICT for Sustainable Development
ICOPE 2020
Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of Enhanced
Learning by the Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition
These proceedings represent the work of contributors to the 14th European Conference on
Games Based Learning (ECGBL 2020), hosted by The University of Brighton on 24-25
September 2020. The Conference Chair is Panagiotis Fotaris and the Programme Chairs are Dr
Katie Piatt and Dr Cate Grundy, all from University of Brighton, UK.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of two conferences: The 8th EAI
International Conference on ArtsIT, Interactivity and Game Creation (ArtsIT 2019), and the 4th
EAI International Conference on Design, Learning, and Innovation (DLI 2019). Both
conferences were hosed in Aalborg, Denmark, and took place November 6-8, 2019. The 61
revised full papers presented were carefully selected from 98 submissions. The papers represent
a forum for the dissemination of cutting-edge research results in the area of arts, design and
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technology, including open related topics like interactivity and game creation.
Using Games to Enhance Learning and Teaching provides educators with easy and practical
ways of using games to support student engagement and learning. Despite growing interest in
digital game-based learning and teaching, until now most teachers have lacked the resources or
technical knowledge to create games that meet their needs. The only realistic option for many
has been to use existing games which too often are out of step with curriculum goals, difficult to
integrate, and require high-end technology. Using Games to Enhance Learning and Teaching
offers a comprehensive solution, presenting five principles for games that can be embedded into
traditional or online learning environments to enhance student engagement and interactivity.
Extensive case studies explore specific academic perspectives, and featured insights from
professional game designers show how educational games can be designed using readily
accessible, low-end technologies, providing an explicit link between theory and practice.
Practical in nature, the book has a sound theoretical base that draws from a range of international
literature and research.
Handbook of Research on Serious Games as Educational, Business and Research Tools
ECGBL2013-Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Games Based Learning
Digital games and learning
Third International Conference, SGDA 2012, Bremen, Germany, September 26-29, 2012,
Proceedings
Games-Based Learning Advancements for Multi-Sensory Human Computer Interfaces:
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Techniques and Effective Practices
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